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Martex® Classic Touch Sheets set the industry standard for hotel sheets.  
This cotton rich sheet has the soft, familiar feel of cotton, along with the 
strength and durabilty of polyester yarns.  Your guests will love the feel and 
you will love the savings.  Classic Touch Sheets are 200 thread count and are 
available in the colors white and bone. 

Martex® Classic Touch Sheets 

Patrician® cotton rich, blended sheets are a great addition to any property.  
The soft hand, superior feel and fit will surely impress your guests.  The 
plain weave structure provides the ultimate in strength and durability.  Pa-
trician® Sheets are 250 thread count and are available in white and bone 
colors.  The bone color sheets are Staybright® Fade Resistant technology.  
This means that the colors will stay true over time and can also be washed 
with bleach.   

Patrician® Sheets 

We also offer a Patrician® sheet with a 5/32” (4mm) dobby stripe.  This ele-
gant pattern quietly stands out from the rest.  Woven in a twill pattern, this 
sheet inherently possesses the strength needed to stand up to commercial 
use.  Patrician® Stripe Sheets are 250 thread count and are available in 
white.   

Patrician® Stripe Sheets 

Grand Patrician® Sheets 

The Grand Patrician® Sheet combines the softness of cotton with the 
strength of polyester to provide a product with superior hand, comfort, and 
long lasting durability.  Basket Weave construction provides the ultimate in 
softness and strength.  Grand Patrician® Sheets are 300 thread count and 
are available in white or cream colors.  The cream color sheets are Stay-
bright® Fade Resistant technology.  This means that the colors will stay true 
over time and can also be washed with bleach.   
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Martex® Pipeline Sheets  combine fashion colors with the durability demanded by institutional 
and hospitality settings.  Made from a 200 thread count 60c/40p blended plain weave fabric.  The 
Fitted Sheet has a 12” pocket that will expand to fit a 15” mattress.  Pipeline Sheets are sold in 
sets.  Twin and Twin XL contains 1 Flat, 1 Fitted and 1 Standard Pillowcase.  All other sizes contain 
1 Flat, 1 Fitted and 2 Standard Pillowcases. 

Martex® Pipeline Sheets 
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Martex® Ultra Touch Sheets are setting a new standard of comfort in hospi-
tality sheets.  Woven from the finest microfiber yarns and lightly brushed, 
these sheets are the ultimate in softness and durability.  The Ultra Touch 
Sheet provides the ultimate guest experience and you will realize significant 
savings.  The Ultra Touch Sheet is available in Fresh White. 

Martex® Ultra Touch Sheets  
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Martex® DryFast Sheets will make your property a leader in environmental sustainability literally overnight.  
You will see the impact with your first wash and  realize how this sheet maximizes your operational efficien-
cies when you get your first energy bill.  Plus, these sheets feel great and make for a great guest experience.  
DryFast Sheets are available in Fresh White. 
 
Energy/Labor Savings 
 Reduces drying time by 30%. 
 Reduced cycle times produce higher productivity rate and reduced costs in the laundry system. 
 
Stain Product Recovery 
 25% overall reduction in the number of “re-wash” loads due to stains. 
 This reduction resulted in savings of chemicals, labor, and allows more product available to stay in use. 
 25% reduction in pillowcase replacement cost and 9% reduction in replacement sheet costs. 
 
Environmental Impact from Reduced Drying Time 
 CO2 Emission reduction of 7.29 kg/day or 2639 kg/year. 
 CO2 reduction equivalent to burning 293 gallons less gas per year in a typical car. 
 
Return on Investment: 41.96% 
The ROI was calculated as the total annualized savings recorded during our trials divided by the total cost of 
DryFast product required for the 3-par used in our trials.  (Total Annualized Savings/Total Cost of DryFast) 
 
 

Martex® DryFast Sheets  
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Made from a 200 thread count cotton/poly weave, Martex® Millennium 
Sheets are built to last and appeal to a broad range of properties.  The Fresh 
White color of the Millenium Sheet brings a new level of crisp, clean ele-
gance  that differentiates it from other WestPoint Hospitality Sheets.  The 
Millenium sheet brings uncompromised quality and durability at an eco-
nomical price. 

Martex® Millennium Sheets  
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Five Star Hotel Collection® 100% Cotton Sheets are built for a truly luxury 
guest experience.  Woven with yarns of the finest ring-spun cotton, this 
sheet is sure to impress your guests. This sheet is available in Fresh White. 

 

Five Star Hotel Collection® Cotton Sheets  
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  Towels 

Martex® Cam Towels  

Martex® Sovereign™ Towels  

Martex® Brentwood Towels  

Five Star Hotel Collection® Towels  

Grand Patrician® Towels  

The Grand Patrician® Towel is the next generation luxury towel.  It's unique 3 
ply loop yarn construction couple with a dense weave equals unparalleled 
absorbency and fabric resiliency wash after wash.  It is available in White or 
Ecru. 

Introducing the luxury and quality of the Five Star Hotel Collection® from 
WestPoint Hospitality. 100% Ring spun, combed cotton loops offer a plush 
feel, enhanced absorbency and an elegant appearance for your guest.  This 
towel is available in White. 

Our Brentwood Towels combine luxury and affordability in a 100% ring spun 
cotton dobby ensemble. Super absorbent and durable.  It is available in 
White or Ecru.  The Ecru color utilizes our Staybright technology so it remains 
colorfast after repeated washings with chlorine bleach.  

The Sovereign™ by Martex® Towel is our most popular blended dobby en-
semble and offers increased wear life and reduced replacement costs.  Engi-
neered with the Intelliweave™ construction process the Sovereign™ towel 
has superior durability, dimensional stability,  and superior dry fast proper-
ties.  Available in White or Ecru. 

Martex® Cam Towels are our benchmark for hospitality towels.  These towels 
exceed all standards for a product in this category.  100% cotton loops give 
your guest the familiar feel and absorbency that they expect with a quality 
towel. Below the surface, our proprietary Intelliweave™ construction pro-
vides  durability, dimensional stability, and dry fast properties that make  the 
Martex® Cam Towel the leader in it's category .  Available in White or Ecru. 
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Towels 

Martex® Egyptian Towels 
Made with loops of the finest Egyptian Cotton these towels offer the ulti-
mate in softness for your skin.  Combine  that with the excellent absorbency 
and you have a performance towel that feels great.  Made with Exclusive In-
telliweave Technology this towel has enhanced dimensional  stability, supe-
rior durability and dries 25% faster than a standard 100% cotton towel.  
Available in Bath, Hand , Wash and Body Sheet. 
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Pool Towels 

Martex® Pool Towels  

Martex® Morning Glory Pool Towels  

Martex® Splash Pool Towels  

Martex® Tropical Stripe Pool Towels  

Martex® Staybright® Pool Towels  

The Staybright Pool Towel is a 100% cotton towel with ringspun cotton loops.  
This towel comes in 4 vibrant colors made using Staybright Technology. Tow-
els may be washed with chlorine bleach and still remain colorfast and fade 
resistant.  30”x54”, 14lb/dozen. 

The Martex® Tropical Stripe Towel is constructed using plied loop, ringspun 
cotton yarns to give your guest a plush feel and enhanced absorbency.  
30”x70”, 15 lb/dozen. 

The Splash Pool Towel comes in a variety of stripe and solid colors that are 
made using Staybright Technology.  These towels will remain colorfast and 
fade resistant after repeated washing with chlorine bleach.  Perfect for wa-
ter parks, spa, or pools. Dries 25% faster. Continuous Loop End to End hem 
construction for more drying surface. 30" x 66", 13lb/dozen. 

The Morning Glory Pool Towel has a simple and elegant blue dobby border. 
The  towel uses Staybright® technology for bleach friendly and fade resis-
tance performance. 100% Ring spun cotton loops. Engineered with Intelli-
weave this towel has superior durability, dimensional stability and dries 25% 
faster than 100% cotton towels.  24”x50”, 10.5 lb/dozen. 

Front and back piled-loop ring spun cotton yarns on our Martex® Pool Towels 
provide a soft hand and enhanced absorbency. Hems are lock stitched and 
bar tacked for longer life and less fraying.  Towels are available in  white, 
white with blue stripe, and jade. 




